Compared with TAMKO’s Heritage® shingles manufactured in Kansas, Maryland, Missouri and Texas.

† Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features our largest defined nailing zone EVER. Designed for professional installers.

Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a nailing zone up to five times larger than our standard Heritage® nailing area*; possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

STANDARD NAILING AREA
Up to 500%
larger
than our standard
Heritage® nailing area*

PREMIUM ARCHITECTURAL SHINGLES
™

HERITAGE

©2021 TAMKO Building Products LLC. TAMKO, TAMKO logo, and Heritage are registered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products LLC.

Advanced Fusion, AnchorLock, Apex Color, Full Start, Heritage Proline, Heritage Proline Titan XT, Power Core, Rapid Fire Zone, TAMKO WxtShield Roof System, Titan XT, UltraMAX Weathering, Where Innovation Meets Extreme Technology, and WindGuard are unregistered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products LLC.

SHINGLES BEGIN TO AGE AS SOON AS THEY ARE EXPOSED TO NATURE. BUILDINGS EXPERIENCE AGING FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG SHINGLES WILL LAST. TAMKO PROVIDES A LIMITED WARRANTY FOR MANY PRODUCTS, THAT INCLUDES A BINDING ARBITRATION CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE.

YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.

PRIOR TO MAKING YOUR FINAL COLOR SELECTION, TAMKO RECOMMENDS VIEWING AN ACTUAL ROOF INSTALLATION OF THE SAME SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED.

TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF.

Certain colors and products may not be available in your area. Information included in this item was current at the time of printing.

To obtain a copy of the most current version of this item, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691.

1-800-641-4691
tamko.com

BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

TAMKO Building Products LLC is a leading independent manufacturer of residential roofing products, including architectural shingles, accessories, underlayment, and ventilation systems. Our products are backed by a brand name recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, quality products and processes, and support for its community. For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at tamko.com.
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Building Products for the Professional.

Our highest wind protection ever

The WindGuard™ Warranty — up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

Introducing an industry first — a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, when using TAMKO® Starter inspired by the combined performance of our AnchorLock™ layer and Advanced Fusion™ sealants to help the shingle hold fast.

Titan XT™ shingles feature a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

TAMKO WxtShield Roof System™

TAMKO products are specifically designed to work together — building layer upon layer of protection, to help create a weather defense system that is as beautiful as it is functional.

WindGuard™ Warranty — up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

Introducing an industry first — a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, when using TAMKO® Starter inspired by the combined performance of our AnchorLock™ layer and Advanced Fusion™ sealants to help the shingle hold fast.

TAMKO® Shingle Starter
TAMKO® HeritAge
®
OR HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES
TAMKO® ContinuOus Ridge VentilatOion
TAMKO® Hip & Ridge Shingles

TAMKO products are specifically designed to work together — building layer upon layer of protection, to help create a weather defense system that is as beautiful as it is functional.

Where Innovation Meets Extreme Technology™

TAMKO® TW SeAM TAPe
TAMKO® Ice And Rain Underlayments
TAMKO® SynthetIC Underlayments
TAMKO® Shingle Starter
TAMKO® HERITAge
®
OR HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES
TAMKO® ContinuOus Ridge VentilatOion
TAMKO® Hip & Ridge Shingles

TAMKO Building Products LLC is a leading independent manufacturer of residential roofing shingles crafted with American pride for more than 75 years. At TAMKO, the popular Heritage® and Heritage Proline™ shingle series features the best roofing colors on the market that are backed by a brand name recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, quality products and processes, authority with building professionals and support for its community. For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at www.tamko.com.
TITAN XT™
WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY

Titan XT® features some of the most advanced innovation and technology.
With powerful engineering, Titan XT shingles are designed to offer an advantage for both homeowners and contractors. Combining in-demand product features into one Extreme Technology shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

**RAPID FIRE ZONE™**
A clearly defined expanded nailing zone, for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

**ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ LAYER**
Proprietary engineering to create long-lasting coating, where it’s needed most, for a weathering layer of asphalt designed for protection.

**APEX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY**
Proprietary granule blends and a technologically-advanced color drop process creates superior color featuring more depth and better shadowlines for a more natural-looking roof.

**POWER CORE™**
Specially engineered, our Advanced Fusion™ sealants and AnchorLock™ layer technology are designed to resist high winds.

**ANTI-AGING GRANULES**
An embedded layer of ceramic-fired granules offering both beauty and protection.

**ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER**
A proprietary reinforcement that enhances the enhanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

**ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS**
A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to be sticky, even in colder weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

---

* Compared with TAMKO’s Heritage® shingles manufactured in Kansas, Maryland, Missouri and Texas.
† Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

---

Our Most Popular Color Lineup

Rustic Black
- Classic Colors
- America’s Natural Colors

Thunderstorm Grey
- Classic Colors

Rustic slate
- Classic Colors

Aged Wood
- Classic Colors

Weathered Wood
- Classic Colors

Black Walnut
- America’s Natural Colors

---

TAMKO® PRO LINE

Heritage Proline™ shingles for a more beautiful wood shake look on your roof.

---

HERITAGE AGILE
RAPID FIRE ZONE™
A clearly defined expanded nailing zone, for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

UL Listed for:
- Class A Fire Resistance
UL Classified:
- Wind Resistance
- ASTM D3462 and ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438
- ASTM D3161, Class F
- ASTM D7158, Class H
- ASTM D3462
- ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

Florida Building Code
- Product Approval
- FL 18355
- FL 35321

Miami-Dade County
- Product Control Approved

Tested in Compliance with:
- UL 790/ASTM E 108, Class A
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-01
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-02
- ASTM D226, Class 0
- ASTM D756, Class H
- ASTM D3273

Ibid.

UL Listed for:
- Class B Fire Resistance
UL Classified:
- Wind Resistance
- ASTM D3462 and ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

Florida Building Code
- Product Approval
- FL 18355
- FL 35321

Miami-Dade County
- Product Control Approved

Tested in Compliance with:
- UL 790/ASTM E 108, Class A
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-01
- UL Evaluation Report ER2919-02
- ASTM D226, Class 0
- ASTM D756, Class H
- ASTM D3273

Ibid.

---

ANTI-AGING GRANULES
An embedded layer of ceramic-fired granules offering both beauty and protection.

---

Rustic Black
- Classic Colors

Thunderstorm Grey
- Classic Colors

Rustic slate
- Classic Colors

Aged Wood
- Classic Colors

Weathered Wood
- Classic Colors

Black Walnut
- America’s Natural Colors

---

UP TO 5 TIMES LARGER than our standard nailing area*
Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features our largest defined nailing zone EVER. Designed for professional installers.

Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a nailing zone up to five times larger than our standard Heritage® nailing area*, possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

† Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same shingle color and manufacturing plant you are considering for the full impact of color blending and patterns. As colors vary by region, you may want to visit www.tamko.com and view colors available by zip code. House photography in this sample may have been digitally modified or created using photographs of actual shingles. Printed reproduction of the shingle colors is as accurate as our printing will permit. Prior to installing the shingles, open a bundle and view a few of the shingles to be certain it is the color you selected. TAMKO will not be responsible for color claims once the shingles are installed on a roof.

Certain colors and products may not be available in your area. Information included in this item was current at the time of printing. To obtain a copy of the most current version of this item, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691.

160 MPH PROTECTION EVER

Titan XT™ shingles feature a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

The WindGUARD® WARRANTY — up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.